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Diners more likely to increase restaurant engagement through a number of channels
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KEY TRENDS – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
Restaurants expand and refine pickup/delivery capacity in different ways
Virtual menus and ghost kitchens expand delivery market
Third-party Delivery Services offer new services, diversify options
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Fees stand in the way of increased off-premise programs
RESTAURANT DINING, ORDERING, PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Diners are adopting new ways of ordering 
Figure 22: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery, March 2021
Pick up still dominating as on-premise slowly returns
Figure 23: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery – NETS, September 2019, May 2020, March 2021
Consumers are diversifying their approach to ordering 
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The future of foodservice is more diverse and fluid
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Affluence doesn’t limit LSR patronage
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Online family-friendly offers will resonate with parents 
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More than three-quarters patronize QSRs
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Millennials are important, but don’t leave Gens X and Z behind
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Convenience + versatility appeal to parents, not necessarily at the same time
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ORDERING FREQUENCY AND METHOD
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Heavy users profile
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ON-PREMISE DINING BARRIERS AND RETURNS 
About half plan to return in a few months
Figure 33: How soon plan to return to dining in restaurants, March 2021
Millennials are ready to dine on-premise
Figure 34: How soon plan to return to dining in restaurants, by generation, March 2021
Health, not finances, at the root of on-premise avoidance
Figure 35: Reasons for not dining in a restaurant, March 2021
Gen Z and Millennials less likely to prefer cooking at home
Figure 36: Reasons for not dining in a restaurant, by generation, March 2021
Parents need mealtime support, stat
Figure 37: Reasons for not dining in a restaurant, by parental status, March 2021
ANTICIPATED POST-PANDEMIC DINING-OUT BEHAVIORS 
Many anticipate returning to on-premise dining post-pandemic
Figure 38: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19, March 2021
Increased use of online apps likely to continue beyond the pandemic
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Millennials plan use of wide range of options post-pandemic
Figure 40: Expected increase in behavior after COVID-19, by generation, March 2021
More affluent also likely to sustain usage of pickup and delivery
Figure 41: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19, by household income, March 2021
Parents plan high use of pickup and delivery post-pandemic
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Diners’ Preferred Ordering Method Varies Depending on the Dining Occasion
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INTEREST IN DELIVERY/TAKEOUT INNOVATIONS
Consumers want basic limited contact going forward
Figure 45: Services and innovations that would drive use, March 2021
Contactless is the new convenience
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Gen Zs, Millennials want more ways to engage off-premise
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DELIVERY AND TAKEOUT ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS 
Fees stand in the way of greater delivery use
Figure 49: Behaviors related to restaurants, delivery and apps, March 2021
Men less sensitive to fees 
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Emerging operational trends are driven by Millennials
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DELIVERY SERVICES ATTITUDES 
Expectations are for delivery quality, speed
Figure 52: Attitudes related to restaurants, delivery and apps, March 2021
Convenient options can appeal to women through a better experience
Figure 53: Behaviors related to restaurants, delivery and apps, by gender, March 2021
Gen Z, Millennials seek speed, convenience in pickup/delivery
Figure 54: Attitudes related to restaurants, delivery and apps, by generation, March 2021
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